Paspalum’s popularity surging as an alternative turfgrass

By JOEL JOYNER

SINGAPORE — In a new development for golf courses, the warm-season turfgrass paspalum is rapidly gaining ground throughout Asia and the rest of the world as a strong alternative to Bermudagrass. International Management Group (IMG), located here, is "completely sold that this is the best new grass yet," but that’s only because it has been difficult to convince some developers that it will work as well as Tifdwarf.

The grass is described as having a darker-green color compared to the popular 419 Bermudagrass. "Paspalum also has a faster growth rate with proper maintenance," and divots from play fill in quicker," he said. "Recovery is important, especially during the monsoon and typhoon seasons.

"It also provides a denser, tighter playing surface than any other warm-season turfgrass," Shepherdson added. "We just had a grand opening at the Shenzhen Airport Golf Club with Ian Woosnam, and he was amazed. He had just played in the Hong Kong Open and commented that he had been hitting nothing but fliers for days, but then here he started hitting-balls with his old flight pattern off the Salam.

AGGRESSIVE GROWTH

One of the only drawbacks noticed by Shepherdson is paspalum’s aggressiveness. "If not properly maintained around the Tifdwarf greens, it will encroach and take over. The aggressive turf is also undergoing some aggressive research. After 24 years of breeding grasses for super-turf environments, Ronny Duncan, Ph.D., at the University of Georgia, recognizes the potential for paspalum. "We’ve expanded our own research now where we’re looking to use it in land reclamation areas for bio-remediation and cleaning up environments contaminated by heavy metals," he said. "We’re even working with a nuclear power plant in South Carolina to see about helping to clean up areas with nuclear waste.

"It’s a very environmentally friendly grass that will take alternative water and about half the fertilizer and water needed for Bermudagrass, if managed right," Duncan added. "For wetlands and other sensitive areas, I think it will prove an ideal turfgrass. That’s why a lot of architects are seriously looking at it now, especially for golf courses where they’ll have to irrigate with brackish, salt or effluent water.

Stephen Alexander, superintendent at Mission Hills Golf Club, Guanlan, China, agrees about the aggressiveness of paspalum. "We put it on at Sand River Airport Golf Club with Ian Woosnam, and it will work as well as Tifdwarf."

"The paspalum was planted along a lake to prevent erosion," said Mederios. "During the summertine we noticed that it held up through all types of weather and stayed green, so we decided to put it on the fairways."

According to Mederios, the paspalum has been certified by both the United States Golf Association and University of Georgia paspalum specialist Ronny Duncan, Ph.D.

"The more we put out there the more it spreads on its own and the better the fairways look," Mederios said. "It is even taking over in some places."

The golfers, said Mederios, have never been happier. "They would

Mederios takes paspalum conversion into his own hands on Kauai

By ANDREW OVERBECK

KOLOA, Hawaii — Many courses, particularly those in island locations, are beginning to turn to Seashore paspalum due to its salt tolerance and reduced water requirements. Not many superintendents, however, have undertaken a bold conversion program like the one underway here at Kiahuna Golf Club on the island of Kauai.

Superintendent Robert Mederios, who has worked at Kiahuna for the past 14 years, is in the midst of gradually converting his fairways from common Bermudagrass to Seashore paspalum, using turf that he discovered around an irrigation lake as his source.

"The paspalum was planted along a lake to prevent erosion," said Mederios. "During the summertime we noticed that it held up through all types of weather and stayed green, so we decided to put it on the fairways."

According to Mederios, the paspalum has been certified by both the United States Golf Association and University of Georgia paspalum specialist Ronny Duncan, Ph.D.

"The more we put out there the more it spreads on its own and the better the fairways look," Mederios said. "It is even taking over in some places."

The golfers, said Mederios, have never been happier. "They would
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Golf Club in Shenzhen, China, and it does present an encroachment problem," he said. "We went with 419 Bermudagrass on the tees, but the paspalum took over. We were dropping fertilizer rates by one third, but it is a vigorous plant. It needs food. The lower you seem to mow it, the better it looks though.

"If there is a downside to paspalum it is that it’s prone to pythium diseases, even in the roughs," Alexander said. "However, at Sand River we watered it with straight salt water and it loved it. We had a fewer disease problems, and I think it was because of the salt water."

EVERYWHERE BUT ON THE GREENS

Jeff Hood, superintendent at the new Ocean Club on Paradise Island, Nassau, Bahamas, maintains paspalum on everything - fairways, tees, and roughs - except the greens, where Tifeagle is used. "I'd be real guarded about saying you could use straight saltwater," he said, "because we've definitely seen some negative impact."

The environment has presented some challenges for the new course and the turfgrass.

"With straight salt water, the sprigs were slow to come together during the grow-in," said Hood. "There was also some bad discoloration with the recently laid sod."

The course does have a freshwater lake that is used to irrigate the greens. "We've had some salt water intrusions as bad as 30,000 parts per million," he said. "To water the paspalum, we've had to blend the salt water with enough fresh water to get the concentrations down to about 7,000 parts per million. It definitely requires some unique management habits.

"We knew that the water quality here was so poor that 419 just wasn't a good alternative, but the paspalum has worked extremely well. For instance, we haven't applied a herbicide. The salt water mixture and the aggressiveness of the grass tends to choke any weeds."

At the University of Georgia, Duncan said that management scenarios for paspalum are now available and linked to the www.georgiaturf.com website.

"We currently have about five or six cultivars where you can apply straight ocean water," said Duncan. "Do we recommend it? No. But if ocean water is all you have available, then you need to have the proper management to keep the salts moving, or you'll eventually have problems."
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rather hit on the paspalum because it looks nice and the ball sits up well," he said.

Agronomically, the paspalum has also performed well. "It is a more friendly turfgrass," said Mederios. "You don't need as much herbicide because it chokes out weeds well. It also requires less fertilizer and water. It is really a no-brainer - and to think people thought it was a weed."

So far, Mederios has noted a 50-percent reduction in the amount of fertilizer and water used and has yet to apply any herbicides.

While he expects the conversion to take another three years to complete, he is already setting his sites on converting the greens to paspalum as well.

"I have a nursery green and practice chipping green in paspalum already," Mederios said. "The golfers are already playing on it and I am learning how to maintain it properly. I fertilize them every three months and verticut them once a week and I can get the same speed that I get from the Bermudagrass."